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Frontispiece ~ Cluster of ne"wly hatched young attached -to 
the abdomen of female £aranep~ro~s £lani-
frQ".n.§ White. 

@S~RACT 
Aspects of the biology of Par~n~Ehro]s nlanifrops 
White in Lake Rotoiti 1'1ere studied and comparisons ms.de 
with Pc .12J.~ifr.on~ il'lllabiting neighbouring Lakes Okataina 
and Rotorua. T't\1'o migrations UIHq"ards occurred, in spring 
and summer, the first thought to be associated with temp-
erature and egg-hQ;bching, the second due to hypolilJllletic 
deoxygG:nation. Hence in late su.mmer and early autumn" 
crayfish were concentrated above and within the thermo-
cline. lVlovemel1t dOlm1'rards occurred in early winter, after 
lake turnover and this was thought to be associated with 
gonad maturation, induced by low temperatures and shorter 
photoperiod. ' During winter crayfish distributed evenly 
over the lake floor. There were t"t'lO breeding seasons, in 
late autumn and 1trin-cer (the larger of the two) and late 
spring and summer. Lake Okataina ~. ~antfr9~s bred 
annually, during late autumn and "Hinter, and showed no 
apparent seasonal movement patterns. Moultil1g occurred 
during the warmer months. 
Average densities of O.030 t 0.014 and 0.003 adult 
crayfish/m. 2 were calculated for Lakes Rotoiti, Okataina 
and Rotorua respectively. In these populations a broad 
inverse relationship lrfas found betitfeen density and mean 
population size 9 for individual sizes were small in \ftlright's 
Bay, Rotoiti1 compared to those in Lakes Okataina and Rot-
orua and other parts of Rotoiti. Sizes of males and fe-
males were not significantly different and mean size vvas 
constant throughout all depths. Sex ratios of 1.9:1 and 
2.3:1 in favour of males w"ere found in IJakes Rotoiti and 
Oka-caina respectively. Stomach content c.nalyses revealed 
that the diet vras mainly detritus j but also included 
animal remains and vascular plant material. Sediment 
analyses shol:·red that food quality was essentially the 
same at all depths. Feeding was continuous at depths 
greater than 20m. but in shallower l.rater it took place 
only at night. It appeared that P. plan~f~ol~ does not 
display homing and the home range is extensive. Observat-
ions revealed that territorial behaviour occurred and 
males w'ere not dominant over females, although larger 
crayfish were domillLtnt over smaller animals. 
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Although very little is known about tho role played 
by crayfish in lakes, studies by Mamot (1967a; 1967b) and 
filoshiri and Goldman (1969) indicate that they are int-
imately associated in the food relationships of lentic 
benthic systems. In a trophic sense crayfish are import-
ant because they may be one of -Ghe chief energy traY1-.Sform-
ers beti-vreen various lirucs in lake food "tiG be (r1omot 1 967a; 
1- C' ) "1 • ..:>. • They are able to utilize detrital material, prim-
ary, intermediate and terminal production and hence cem 
attain high levels of production. Coupled vrith this their 
use as food by predators (l\~omot 1967b; Potts 1972) makes 
them one of the most important groups of animals inhabit-
ing lake ecosystems. 
The Nevr Zealand freshvJater crayfish Paranepllro,]s 
lLl~nifron~ Vfhite, vJhich inhabits lakes and streams of the 
North Island and north-w·estern region of the South Island, 
has received surprisingly little attention. It was first 
named and described by villite (1842) and since then 8.. full 
taxonomic study has been documented (Chilton 1889; 1900, 
ilrchey 1915, Hopkins 1 S)70 anct Riek 1972). Nothing is 
knovrn of its habits in lakes but aspects of its biology 
have been studied by Hopkins (1966; 1967a; 1967b), 1-T110 
examined growth rates c..nc1 the breeding cycle of stream 
populations in the vlellil1gton and \'{airarapa districts. 
The aim of this study 'was to investigate the ecology 
of ~. planifr£Ws in Lake Rotoiti, a moderately large 
mesotrophic lake in the Central North Island (Fig. 1) • 
. Aspects of its biology including spatial distribution, 
Fig. 1: The locations of Lakes Hotoiti, Rotorua and 
Okataina studi ed in the Rotorua district.. Regions 
in each lake w'here tr.:;:pping a.nd other research was 
carried ou. tare sh ovm. 

breeding and population structure viere studied betvreen 
March 1973 and January 1974. As well a few comparative 
observations w"ere ma.de on this species in neighbouring 
oligotrophic Lake Okatain2 and adjacent Lake Rotorua 
vlhich is strongly mesotrophic. 
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NETHODS 
---
Three methods were used to collect crayfish during 
this study; SCUBA diving, "Grapl::Jing and dip--netting in the 
sha.llows at night. 
1. DIVING. 
SCUBA diving was used in two ways to assess crayfish 
distributiol'1; in studies using a transect laid on the lake 
floor and in horizontal dives. The main problem encount-
ered when endeavouring to obtain accurate quantitative 
assessments with this method ,,'las disturbal1ce of the IDtlddy 
substrate of these lakes. HO'lrJ'ever, this 'tras almost total-
ly averted by keeping movements on and near the bottom to 
a minimum. 
(a) Transect. 
The transect consisted of two parallel nylon lines 
running from the shoreline out into the lake for a dist-
ance of 220m. (Plate 1). These lines \'J"ere separated at 
10m. intervals by a connecting line 5m. in J.ength, giving 
the transect a ladder appearance. Thus there 1:,fere 22 
2 
sectors of equal area (10m. x 5m. = 50m. ). At; 10m. 
intervals the lines were staked so that they vlere some 
20cm. above the lake floor making the "transect easily 
identifiable, a,s visibility was often as lOvl as 2m. A 
cross-section of the transect and the depth at each sector 
is shown ~n Fig. 2. 
There w"ere a number of ways in vrh~ch the -Cr8.11Sect was 
incorporated into the stLldy. The principal purpose was to 
ascer"tain vlhether crayfish und€fivent a seasonal migration. 
In order to investigate the seasonal migration pat-tern 
quantitatively, 1 6oz. beer cans vJi th one end open were 
Plate 1. The transect, :mB.rked by buoys and eiXtending out 
from the shoreline at iJ.lright! s Bay. 

Fig. 2 ~ Cross-section of the transect at Wright 1 s Bay 
sho'Uing depths of each sector. 
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placed in two parallel rows throughout the transect. 
About 10 vJ"ere put in each sector. These viere found -bo 
offer suitable homes, one crayfish being the occupant of 
a single can. Cans in sectors 1 and 2 were subjected to 
silting up due to wave a.ction on the mud substrate and 
l'lore subsequently lost but as no crayfish were ever found 
above sector 4 (see later) this :part of the transect 't;Jas 
left ·vIi th only a fevl cans. At sector 22 the tr,--~nsect 
intersected a large rock estimated to be 30m. long by 6m. 
wide by 5m. high. It w"as highly dissected with cracks 
which crayfish inllabited. Similar rocks were seen during 
other dives in the lake. Estimations of the total on the 
rock, by diving for a certain period, were also used to 
give an indication of the migratory pattern. 
Dives were made at approximately monthly intervals 
from April 1973 to January 1974, and the total number of 
crayfish encountered in the transect was recorded. These 
were sexed and the presence or absence of eggs and the 
pleopod state of females noted. 
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During these dives -the numbers found in the transect 
were also used to determine population densities between 
depths of 7 and 16.3m. i.e. from sectors 4 - 22. Crayfish 
were never found in cans uithin the first 3 sectors and 
it seemed that Lae;a;:9Ji.i.J2ho,p. weed beds and small rocks dOvID 
to 5m. offered more suitable homes, at least durir~ the 
hours of daylight. 
The transect was also used in 8.. homing and home range 
experiment described in the section on trapping, and to 
determine vrhether ParanephrQ~ ~§nifr9ns displayed 
territoriality in the field. 
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(b) Horizontal dive. 
Another method employed to obtain information on con-
centration and the depth distribution, although used only 
once w-as that of' Endean (1969) for estimating population 
density of the Crow"n-of-Thorns starfishl' Aqant~~.~er 
]"lSLDci. At 5m. intervals horizontal dives vIere made for 
7 minute periods and the number of crayfish observed was 
recorded. Hovrever, this method was not used again as the 
crayfish tended to hide under sunken logs and debris at 
the dive location (the eastern end of the lake) and be-
cause visibility became progressively less vfith increaSing 
depth, the field of vision being reduced from ca 5m. at the 
surface to ca 2m. at 27m. depth. Since the visual area 
coverecl was not equal at all depths quantitative assess-
ment vras thus me ... de very inaccurate. However, in opel1-
bottomed oligotrophic lakes this method could be quite 
successful. 
2. TRAI'FING. 
(a) Trap design. 
Previous workers have used various trap designs to 
capture crayfish. f:1ost of these traps lj·rere modified from 
mil1l1.o't'f, eel and other fish traps (Camougis and Hichar 1 959, 
Aiken 1965, Moriarty 1971, f10shiri et al 1971, Nomot and 
Gowing 1 972 and Fast c~nd ]lIomot 1 973) • Nomot (1 967a) and 
Momot and Gall (1971) found that the traps they used 1-rere 
size selective, for crayfish below a certain long"ell (24nnn. 
cephalothoracic length) were never caught. Bearing this 
in mind traps were designed to make entry as easy and as 
uncomplicated as possible. 
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6 traps were constructed each consisting of a square 
aluminium frame of 62cm., by 32cm. in height and covered 
by galvanized steel mesh (mesh size 2 x 2mm.) (Plate 2). 
Positioned in the centre of each side was a vertically 
sliding sprung gate (15 x 15cm.) which opened flush ~dth 
the substrate so that the crayfish could gain easy entry. 
Each gate was held open by a cord -connecting it to a re-
lease mechanism which ·was triggered by a21b. lead 
messenger. This design allowed trappings to be made for 
specific periods of time, and also ensured that no cray-
~ish escaped when they were being pulled to the surface. 
The interiors o£ the traps were partitioned into 4 feed-
ing bays which were·added to reduce the chances of escape 
when the messenger was sliding the rope, for the slight 
vibration produced may have triggered t~e e~cape reaction 
of entrapped crayfish •. Traps were baited in each corner 
with beef liver,(Moriarty 1971) which was found to be very 
success.ful. 
However, the trap design did not overoome the probP'*' 
lem of size selection, as no crayfiBh of less than 23.0mm. 
cephalothoracic length were oaptured. On one occasion 2 
very small juveniles were found in a trap but it·was 
thought that they had become detached from their entrappe~ 
mother. This phenomenon of size selection was unexplained, 
for in the laboratory it was found that immature !:,. 
planifrons readily consumed beef liver. It could be, 
however ti that.in the field young crayfish have a prefer-
ence for vegetable matter,as Tack (1941) found for 
Cambarus immunis. 
:Plate 2. 
Above: Crayfish trap showing buoy, graduated rope, re-
lease mechanism, feeding bays and a few 
I 
captured crayfish. 
Centre~ Trap baited and in 'set' position. 
Below: Trap triggered. Note messenger used to trigger 
release mechanism. 
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(b) Trapping method. 
Trapping commenced in September 1973 and was used to 
trace the spatial distribution pattern until January 1974. 
These results and those obtained from the transect were 
used to obtain an overall pattern of movement. Each time 
samples were taken light and temperature readings were 
obtained dovIn to 30m. using a thermistor thermometer/ 
photometer (Bell 1962). At about one monthly intervals 
5 traps were arranged at depths of 1, 10, 20, 30 and 50m. 
Traps were usually set in the late afternoon, raised and 
emptied every 2 - 3 hours until about 2 a.m., then left 
until the following morning. Over a trapping period the 
total caught at each depth was recorded and the 
cephalothoracic length of each animal lras measured 'tvi-th 
Vernier calipe~s accurate to 'trithin O.imm. ~ from the tip 
of the rostrum to the mid~dorsal posterior border of the 
carapace. Its sex vTas also noted. Females were checked 
for presence of eggs, cement glands and state of pleopods, 
while wales viere examined for sperm extrusion (see section 
all breeding). 
Abrahamsson (1971) reported that gravid females of 
Pacifa~tacus leniusculv& occurred less frequently in 
traps than did males and non-greJvid females. Tack (1 941 ) 
.states that egg-bearing Q. immunis females remain in the 
seclusion of' burrovJ"s and under stones and do not feed. 
There was no evidence of this occurring for ~ara~e~hl~ps 
Elanifrons as the relative numbers observed vThile diving 
were comparable to those caught in traps. 
It should be noted that the total number caught at 
1:0 
each depth did no-Ii give a true indication of the number 
which could be potentially captured, especially in waters 
shallovler than 20m. Below' this depth crayfish were caught 
at all hours but in shallov-ler water crayfish fed only at 
night. It seemed possible that light of similar intensity 
to that at about 20m. was the critical factor affecting 
activity. So in order to produce a more realistic total 
the number of crayfish caught relative to their feeding 
times at each depth was calculated. This was expressed 
as relative number of crayfish caught per hour per trap 
per specific depth (R): 
R 
1ilhere T = hours 
= 
of 
L 
T.t 
catchable time 
t = fraction of catchable time 
trUl)S laid 
to total time 
N = total nwnber caught at specific depth 
The relative percentage catch at each depth (1') 'tv-as 
calculated as: 
= 
N. 100 
A. t 
where A = .; total caught at all depths 
"\I 
( c ) Effective trdl)ping radius. 
The effective capture range of a trap was estimated 
in tvro ways. On two occasions 3 sectors in the transect 
were randomly selected and the numbers of crayfish pres-
ent in each vv-as obtained by diving. At 8p.m. a baited 
trap '\i'ras laid in each sector and 9 after 2 hours y raised 
and the crayfish cbunted. 
Knowing the area of each sector (50m. 2) and the 
average number of crayfish in the 3 sectors as 't1e11 as the 
~verage number caught~ it was possible to calculate the 
e£fective catching area per trap per hour and hence the 
e~fective catching radius of a trap (see Table 1). These 
transect counts were made in the late afternoon and the 
estimation of the effective trapping radius w'ould have 
~een more accurate had cOUlLting been done immediately 
prior to trapping vrhen crayfish at these depths are active 
a.nd feeding. However, problems 'with undervJater lighting 
made night diving impracticable. 
r INumbe;! Num~rl· Ave·r-:-I Aver- jEffec-
f !: pres-; cap- I age 1 age I tive 
i Date I Sec- ; ent I tured I J?-umber i number I t~app-
Ii 
I tor ' ~! 211 each! caught lng I I sector I I area 
I 
Effec .... j 
! 
tive ! 
t~ap.P-1 lng 
radius I 
(m. ) ! ~-+7 1
1
--bo-1 '(m. 2 ) 
30/12/731 ~~.; __ I ~ ..f 4.3 I 7.7 44.2 3.8 I 
I
i Tota~,_ ~ 23~_L __ 1 I I I 
i201-1-/7--=-4oF-="1 ~--~-~': I ~!l·~.7-+-11 9-.7.....-..-,.-3......,.6.2-r~1 
I ~ .. ! 3 I I 1 l Total 20 29;! I 
.... l _______ ,~~~-=-_=___ i __ ~ _ __L __ __=~ ___ ; 
Table 1. Calculated effective trapping area and effective 
trapping radius. 
The effective trappiv€ radius was also calculated 
£rom knowledge of the relative number of crayfish caught 
Fer trap per hour (3.72) at 10m. during the January 
trapping programme (20/1/74) and the number present (75) 
in the whole transect on that date. The trapping radius 
calculated by this method (3.8r.a.) was similar -Go the 
other estimates. 
Cd) HOming and home range. 
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Trapping was also employed to obtain an indication of 
home range and homing and to estimate distances travelled 
during a given time period. Crayfish in cans vlere in-
dividually identified by punching combinations of holes 
through the uropods and telson with ticket punches. 
Altogether 22 were tagged and their relative positions 
and those of unoccupied cans were noted (Fig. 3). 
4 traps were placed on the same evening in the positions 
indicated in Fig. 3 and raised after 2t hours 0 All crayfish 
captured vlere recorded al'),d, if tagged, the distance they 
had travelled was calculated. 
(e) 24 hour activity pattern. 
A series of trappings over 24 hours was made to 
ascertain periods of feeding, which also determined cray-
fish activity patterns. 5 traps 'tv'ere laid at the same 
depths used in the monthly t~apping programme. They were 
set at 2 p.m. and for the follo'Vling 24 hours vvere raised 
every 3 hours. The numbers caught at each interval were 
used as a measure of the intensity of the activity of the 
crayfish. 
3. DIP-lillTTING. 
By dip-netting a"c night in the shallows of "fright's 
Bay specimens whose gut contents did not contain liver 
could be o1)tained for stomach analyses. This method of 
capture 'vras also employed to a small extent to complement 
results of shal101''T water trappings in this area 9 as 1'1'e11 
as for obtaining specimens in November to help determine 
Fig. 3~ Diagram of transect showing the exact location of 
each. can within sectors 10 - 20. The positions 
of 4 traps are shown. View" Fig. 3 in conjunction 
with Table 9. 
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the population structure. 
4. AN".ALYSIS OF SEDI1JIENTS ~JD STOIVIACH CONTEl\1TS. 
Sediments were collected from the :3 lakes as follows. 
On most occasions it was obtained at all depths by an 
Ekman grab. The top 3 - 4mm., within which crayfish 
probably obtain nourishment, was scraped off using a knife. 
On one occasion sediment from a depth of 15m. was collect-
ed by SCUBA. An open ended plastic container was pushed 
horizontally along the substrate for about 10m. to collect 
the upper few millimetres. The sediments were sieved to 
extract particles of the same order of size as those con-
tained in the, stomach contents. 
Crayfish used for gut contents analysiS w'ere 
collected by dip-net in the shallows at night when feed-
ing was maximal and by SCUBA to depths of 13m. in Lake 
Rotoiti only. Those in deeper water were obtained by 
trapping but with these animals it was necessary to re-
move consumed liver from the gut contents. Immediately 
after capture the gut cavities were injected with about 
2mls. of 10% formalin in order to preserve gut contents 
for subsequent analysis. YBterial in the gut was found 
to range in size from 125 pm to 1.0mm., most being 
approximately 500 pm in diameter. Wherever stomach con-
tents were obtained for analysis of percentage organic 
content and calorific value, sediments were also recover-
ed from the same locality so that a direct comparison 
could be ma.de. 
Both sediments and stomach contents were ground to 
uniform composition using a mortar and pestle and then 
15 
dried to constant weight aJG 60°0. Percentage organic 
composition was then determined by ashing for 4 hours at 
530°0. (Winberg 1971). Approximate determinations of the 
calorific content of similar samples were made by acid-
dichromate oxidation, using the semi-micro method of 
Maciolek (1962). Because this met~od only oxidises about 
90% of the organic matter present (Winberg loc. cit.) the 
results have been corrected by 10%. 
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DIS.TRIBUTION 
Some species of' crayfish have a 'distinct seasonal 
migration in w"hich they move into deep ,'rater during the 
winter and return to the shallows during summer. However, 
very little work has been done on such migrational patt-
erns. Apart £rom an intensive study by Momot (1967a), 
Momot and Gowing (1972) and Fast and Momot (1973) on 
Orconeqt.e.§.. virilis in marl lakes of Michigall, and w'ork by 
Abrahamsson and Goldman (1970) on the distribution of 
Pacifast~cu~ leniusculus in Lake Tahoe, no other studies 
seem to have been published. The only other observations 
have been those made on the movement of crayfish in 
streams and ditches (Henry 1951, Camougis and Hichar 1959, 
Black 1963, Momot 1966, Mobberlyand Pfrimmer 1967, Aiken 
1968 and Merkle 1969), but these stUdies lvere not of suff-
icient duration to discern seasonal patterns of movement. 
By combining the results obtained from the transect, 
which are presented in Fie;s. 4, 5 and 6 <J 1"rith those from 
the trapping experiments (Fig. 7) it was possible to det-
ermine the seasonal spatial distribution of l?~rc:.mem1J."0..Es 
~l~~fron~ in Lake Rotoiti. Results from the transeot 
gave information on movements of crayfish in shallovr water 
from April 1973 to January 1974. These values are prob-
ably reasonably typical of the whole lake as the bottom 
at similar depths else~iThere was found to be stre't'fl'l 'wi th 
broken bottles and cans which offered habitats similar to 
those provided in the transcc·t. Trappings, vlhich began 
in September show movement patterns in deeper waters as 
well as complementing transect results in the shallows. 
Fig. 4: Total numbers OI crayfish and numbers of males, 
females and gravid females ~~ri thin the transect. 
Numbers fou~~ on the rock at the end of the 
transect are also shovm. 
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Fig. 5~ Seasonal depth distribution of total population, 
males, females and gravid females (bla11k) within 
the transect, expressed as a percentage of the 
total number caugh-t;. Tota.l numbers caught are 
shown above each diagram. 
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In autumn there vlae a general migration out of the 
transect and the crayfish spent the winter months in deep-
er waters. Table 2 shows the result obtained from 
horizontal diving for 7 minute periods at 5m. depth int-
ervals, tOl"lards the end of the winter p at the castc!!l1_ end. 
of Rotoi tie Distances covered at each del)th vrere in the 
order of 80m. 
I Depth (m.) 
rT-~"""""" 
I 15 
, 20 
L2._ 
Number seen in 
7 minutes 
3 
3 
I 1 
I ca 20 ;1 minute) 
.1.._ ... J 
Table 2: Number observed during horizontal dives of 7 
minutes each at the depths indicated. 
As noted above (p 7 ), the results obtained were not 
considered to be of great quantitative accuracy but they 
also give an indication that there were relatively fewer 
crayfish in shallower water (0 - 15m. depth). 
From mid-September onwards there vias a migration of 
both males and females back into shallo1-·rer waters (Figs. 
4 a.nd 5 ) • Fig. 5 sho,";s tlie percentage distribution of 
the ani.mals along the transect. vIi thin the trc;.nsect there 
was a general movement downwards during April 8nd August 
followed by an influx in the shallower water in September. 
However, in January a concentration towards the deeper 
end of the transect occurred (Figs. 5 and 6). By this 
time the top of the thermocline had entered the lower 
quarter of the transect and it is possible that the cray-
fish preferred the cooler water there. 
From December to January the numbers of females 
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increased relative -Go males until the sex: ratio was close 
to 1 ~1, rather than the usual 1.9:1 (see p49). This was 
the result o~ a definite upward movement of females be-
tween late September and December g whereas the males did 
not ShOYl such a pronounced movement (Fig. 5). 
This pattern can be seen more clearly in Fig. 6 which 
ShOtilS that at the onset of su.nuner there was a tendency for 
a greater percentage of females to i:ru1abi-t; shallower 
v;aters of the transect. Gravid females shov-Ted a similar 
pattern. Meanwhile the percentage of males in "I:;his region 
also rose but more than 50% remained in the deeper half 
of the transect, perhaps indicating a preference for 
deeper and/or colder waters, or vraters of lower light in-
tensity. It is possible that this apparent differential 
distribution may be related to breeding activity of the 
females, shallower water being preferred or required for 
some reason (see later). It should be noted, however, 
that this pattern broke dow"n during January_ 
The depth distribution of GIl mature crayfish to a 
depth of 50m. betw"een September and January, as determin-
ed by trap sampling, is ShOvffi in Fig. 7.. From Se:ptember 
to November the crayfish appeared to be fairly evenly dis-
tributed "~li"'Gh depth but from Novemoor oll"w ... :LrdiJ thero was a ,. 
general shrinking of numbers in deeper waters and an in-
crease in density in shallower waters (:B'ig. 7a). 
Lowered oxygen concentrations in the hypolimnion may 
supply the stimulus for this upward movement since Vflli ttle 
(1973) has shown that beginning at 5 Pl)m 02 £t .:e,+.f2:..nif;:Qn .. s 
shows increasil1..g oxygen consumption and act;ivit~T as 
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oxygen tensions decline. Oxygen concentrations of 5 ppm 
occurred at 50m. depth in early December (Fish pers. COIll11.1. 
Fig. 8b) at 1-Thich time movement upwards had lJeg'l.1n s so ca 
5 ppm 02 in the hYIJolinmion may SUP1)ly the cue for the 
commencement of migrutory behaviour. In vJhit-tle t s ex-
periments crayfish survived in oxygen levels as low as 
1 ppmS' so it 'uas not surprising to find a few· remaining 
at 50m. at the end of the sampling period 9 in Janua:ry",: 
't'fhen o:Kygen cone entro.:tion at this de})th 118.8 2 ppm (Fig iJ, 
7a) !l 
The depth distribution of males, females and g~a~id 
females obtained from the trap samples are shown in Figs. 
7b, 7c and 7d respectively. Numbers of males tended to 
be relatively const;~"~nt at all depths throughout "the trapp-
ing period (Fig. 71)), the U];rlilard movement beginnine; in 
November, but fem[.~les had shovm a relatively gre8~·ber in-
crease in shallaw"er 'vater by December (Figs. 7c and 7d), 
vJhich indicated that the relative movement of the sexes 
was not the same. It may be tha~G ;females have a lower 
tolerance of dec::ceo.sed oxygen levels than males, or poss-
ibly breedil1g habits may ,play a vital role in this diff-
erential movement. 
Thus, in summa.ry, it appears that in autumn there is 
a general movement of l11a:~ure crayfish out into the deeper 
waters of Lake Rotoiti. Here they spend the vrinter and 
probably distribute evenly over the floor of the lake. 
In September there is a rapid mass migrntion of both males 
and females into the shallows, although a large proport-
ion of the population remains in deeper lJaters lI \nJith the 
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onset of summer and progressive deoxygenation of the 
hypolimnion there is a second general movement upw'ards of 
both sexes, females moving up at a slightly faster rate, 
leading to concentration ill the shallovls. Although re-
search was 110-1:; carried out over late summer and early 
autumn, it 't"las surmised that during this period vrhen the 
hypolimnion 'tv-as totally deoxygenated (Fish, unpublished 
data), the population was forced into the epilimnion and 
thermocline, and, after lake turnover in autumn, crayfish 
were free to disperse to greater depths. 
Momot (1967a), I~omot and Gowing (1972) and Fast and 
Momot (1973) record that Q. yirili~ in marl lakes of 
Ffichigan underwent seasonal migrations. The 'pattern was 
similar to that of ~. El~nifrons in Lake Rotoiti in that 
there vlClS movement dow'n to deeper waters in autumn after 
lake destra tifica tion, follow'ed by a migration u:pvrards in 
spring, the population as a whole then spending the summ-
er period in the shallows. But there were some major 
differences bet1'reen the relative positions and movements 
of males and females of these two species at various 
times of the year. Q. vi.ril:i.;s. had only a single upwards 
movement during spring? for the purposes of egg-hatching 1 
and because it had 0.. preference for warmer waters. !. 
]lanifronE! also migrated up1-ra.rd at this time (Selrtiember) 
possibly for purposes of egg-hatching, but it is difficult 
to find a reason why IDf:l.les migrated upwards also. Sur-
face temperatures were still within 1°C .. of those at 50m e 
during September (see Fig. sa), hence it was unlikely 
that temperdture vluS a governing factor.. There is evid-
ence that P. ~nifroD.§~ unlike Q. ~~ili~ has a prefer-
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ence for cooler water. A more likely explanation based on 
photoperiod and temperature regulating hormonal levels and 
consequent timing of breeding seasons (see later), is given 
on :p 62). Another, but more gradual migrt;;!jion of E. l2J.an-
ifrons that had remained in the deeper w"aters oocurred as 
summer advanced but as noted above was probably due to 
progressive deoxygenation of the hypolimlion. 
Maillot (1 9 67a) reported that males of Q e :vi~~l:j..ft were 
largely confined to shallo1'ler waters and the females to 
deeper, colder watGrs~ Aiken (1968) postulated that this 
difference in depth distribution of f.emal.es came about be-
cause the combination of photoperiod aJ.ld temperature req-
uired to induce their se}[uaJ_ .. maturation 'was only found in 
deeper vfater. He found that maturation occurred only when 
crayfish were kept in total darkness at temperatures below 
10°C. for a mininru.m .of 4 months ~ Hov{eve-r 9 Fast s'l1d ~1omot 
(1 973) disagreed and considered that .Q .. viri..11.§; prefers 
warmer v·rators (20 - 24°Ce) and believe that aggressive. 
behaviour of adult males forces tho females out into the 
cooler "Irfaters. 
There was no evidence to suggest that there was 'a 
signif'icant differential depth distribution of the sexes 
of ~. ~lap~~~In general, males did not appear to be 
dominant or more aggressive tow"ards feraales!l although this 
may not be true of very large males (see section on sex 
ratio p 50). In contrast to Q~ y:=!-}~·ilis there was some 
evidel~ce from January transect records (Figs. 5 and 6) 
that ;ED ],.lani:[rons preferred cooler t'jater (1 5 - 180 e.)" 
Although there is apparently a seasonal migration of. 
1:. J2.lanifrons in lake Rotoi ti, there was no evidence -to 
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suggest that such a movement occurred in Lake Oka-taina. 
Observations from t~lO dives dovID to 22m. in Lake OkaJeaina 
duril1.g May and August 1 973, and a trapping series -GO 70m. 
in January 1 974-, show'ed that the depth distribution and 
concentration of ;E. planifrons in this lake had not al-
tered during this period. In r.1ay a.nd August none were 
seen in the upper weed beds whioh extended clown .leo 16m. 
but vli thin the lovler extremities of these beds, and below', 
where the bottom was open and muddy, crayfish w"ere pres-
ent in relatively high densities. Similar results were 
found in January (refer to Table 3) 1'lhen numbers were 
gree"test at 20m. depth, and crayfish were caught dow'n to 
70m. indioating that they distribute to all depths in the 
lake. 
r Depth 
I (m. ) 
Numbers 
trapped 
1 1 
10 1 
20 7 
~_7_0~ __ ~_ ..  ___ 1~ __ ~ 
Table :3 ~ Numbers trapped in L. Okataina on 21/1/74 be-t\·TGen 
7.30 and 11.30 p.m. 
Lake Okataina is oligotrophic and its hypolimnion 
does not deoxygenate in summer. It is therefore not neo-
essary for the crayfish to migrate from this zone. There 
was no evidence of an upuard movement in spring of I. 
1?.lanifro1).s in Lake Okataina although information w'as min-
imal. There did not appear to be a differential move-
ment of the sexes ei"i:;her,si:n.oe it was noticed while 
diving that the ratio of males to females and proportion 
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of gravid females remained relatively cons"tant dO-Vffi to at 
least 22m. Also, duril~ January 9 a group of ¥~oris was 
seen to catch large numbers of crayfish in the shallo'tvs, 
the ratio of males to females being approximately equal to 
the calculated 2.3: 1 ratio (see sex: ratio p 49 ). I-Ience 
there did not appear to be any differential concentration 
of either sex in the £lhallo\rJ"s. 
The distribution pattern displa;}Ted by Ie n.~ni .. f~onf3 
in Lake Okataina is similar to that of t~cifasta9-q.s" 
lel1j..uscu-l.~ which inhabits oligo~Grophic Lake Tahoe, in 
California.. Abrahamssoll and Goldman (1970) found that the 
~~ximum density was at 10 20m., "~Tith 901~ of the pop-
ula:tion occurring be-G1',reen 0 and 40m., although some were 
captured as deep as 200m. They state that ~rave action and 
ligh"c appeared to limit crayfish density above 10m. and 
water temperature below 40m. However, they make no men-
tion as to 'VJ"he-cher such a pattern of distribution 'Vias con-
stant throughout the year. 1To mention w"as I11B..de of 
seasonal migrations, so presumably as seemed to be the 
case in Lake Okataina, there VTas none .. 
It may be that light levels affect the behaviour of 
.?arEl:E~.12hrops ]la.}1 .. ifrops. too 9 for at the 1 0 and 17m. 
contours in Lakes Rotoiti and Okataina respectively, 
where light intensities are similar (ca 300 lux), cray-
fish woere found in the open and active. III contrast, 
~I;hose seen lihile diving in shallower waters w"ere alw"ays 
under cover, indicating that above a critical light level, 
locomotory and feeding activities are curtailed. 
J3REEJJI~NG 
1 • THE BREEDING CYCLE .. 
The breeding activity of J?ar~r.!.e]hro.]"s.. J2lanifr9.~Y.3. in 
Lake Rotoi ti vras determined by follow"ing chu.nges in the 
percentage of gravid females tlu-'oughout the year, sperm 
production of males, state of egg development, female 
pleopod condition, and the presence of cement glands in 
females. 
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During autumn the percentage of females bearing eggs 
was determined only from transect samples and dip-netting. 
Unfortunately little information is available for winter 
becaul3e the crayfish distributed deeper into .)che lake, 110ne 
viere found in the transect and traps were not avai12,ble at 
this time. However, in spring and summer (from September 
to January), the perCel1tE~ge of gravid females was determ-
ined from both transect and trap sampling. 
Periods of sperm production were determined from the 
presence of males having a white toothpaste .... like exudate 
from their gonopores. Johnson (1960) notes that such a 
whitish exudate is procluced by the columnar epithelial 
cells lining the vasa deferentia of CamlLa~ lOl1f£.-q,llJ..§. 
longl1lu~. He states that this accompanies the presence of 
mature sperm. When obs~rved microscopically the exudate 
of ,!:. p1anif:r:'..9ll..§. ~Tas found to contain small spherical bod-
ies (ca 5 fUll. diameter) which were of similar diameter to 
spermatozoa of P:t2.9,...amparus Q}al:,kii (J:vloses 1961 a). These 
bodies were taken to be non-flagellate spermatozoa, which 
are a unique feature of decapods (Moses 1961b). Black 
(1966) reports that mature spermatozoa of C?~mbar~llu~ 
@FJlfeldti and Q. nger are of a non-motile, flattened, 
spheroid structure. 
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Hopkins (1967a) has described the broad featu:ces of 
the different developmental stages of the eggs of R. ~_~­
=Lfrons.. J\Te'tvly hatched eg(Ss are bro't'J"l1 and similar in 
colour to mature oocytes in the ovary_ As development 
proceeds the eggs become cherry--red and at later sta.ges 
the structure of the developil'Jg embryo ca.n be clearly seen. 
The state of the fem2.1e pleopods can be usecL as a 
useful indicator of v.rhether a female 1 s eggs have receDtly 
hatched and ~Ghe young disl)erBed. The pleopods of such 
females still retain the old egg attach.n1onts and are 110-t 
cast off till the moult into the non-reproduc"bi ve stage, 
,,;'rhich generally occurs about 4 - 6 vfeeks after the release 
of young (see p 33). 
Cement glands, a mass of trY'hi tish calcareous material 
betlJeen the bases of the last three pairs of vlalkinb legs 
of the femaJles~ are produced by crayfish during egg-laying 
and apparently provide the cement which attaches the eggs 
to the pleopods (St6.:pl'JeT'B 1953). In this studjr the pres-
ence of such cement glands in ~. J2.l~nif..,17ons vJ'as used as an 
indicator of periods of egg .... laying by the females. 
The proportion of gravid females throughout the 
sampling period is shoun in Fig. 80.. The percentage grav-
id incroased gradually for about 6 vreeks during the autumn, 
which indicates a period of egg-laying. At this -time 
females were also fOU11d Hi tIl cement glands (1 5/3/73) • 
Throughout the winter period it was not possible to acc-
urately determine the percentage of gravid females, and 
possible values e.xtrapolFLted from the few' anim:.l.ls caught 
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during thj.s period are sho1!vn by the dashed line ill Fig II 
8d e How'ever ~ in spring there vrere increases in the 1)e1"-
centage bearing eggs, follow'ed by a decline.. At fiJ. ... st 
sight ~ thj .. s irrould seem to ind.ic2.te the production of eggs 
in the spring lollol'Jed bye, period of hatching 0 How'eve:c, 
thsre lfe:t~G COll.8iderai21G diffore:n.ces be-cuo8n the Ch8,l1g68 
in percentage of' gra--;'-;-:Ld femc~les? and other features of 
breeding also, i:.'l decJ) 8-ncl r.:h'-Lllolv Fa·eel' duriJ.1-e the spring 
( Fl" 0' t: e) "'-'1'; C 1J. 1.5. C.. ~ \";1 -~ ,.:.. 
is probably not the c~r~sct onsp 
( 1Tii r,' 
- --0(1 .Alb ° , 
It 8 eejJ:.s most likely 
that these 1'J'e:.co Ggg~3 \'j'~:D.ch l'.~~d. been laid in autumn and 
carried over i;he 1.T:i.:,:: C (::;~., r\ 
centage of fe:-1ITl8.:ttJS !)(){:'.r:i,:r15 eggs that; toole p1ace :1.n spring 
occurred a'~ this tj.IDO (see oJ:.;ovo) ~ rather 'chan with nC1v 
production of eggs (Fj~& ~ 8e) u J?:l.g c 7 d is into:'8sting in 
this respect for it inc1ica-Gef~ that f:l."on S::)l:r0embe}~ oll'tlards 
females w::'" th vrin-t8:t' bJ.~oo(lrl tel1.:1ed -Go conc0ntrat8 in the 
shallol'IS 'where hatehtng took plaoe" 
Fig. 8a ~ Changes in temperatures at surface E;,nd at 
50m. in Lake Rotoiti. 
Fig. 8b: Changes in oxygen concentrations at sur-
face and at 50m. 
Fig. 8e: Changes in daylength during the sampling 
period. 
Fig. 8d~ Seasonal changes in p~rcentage of gravid 
females 9 and estimated periods of sperm 
production. 
Fig. 8e: Comparison of percentage of gravid feIDBJles 
in deep and shallow water. 
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HOv-lever 11 in the deeper lla ters (Fig. 8e) there was a 
gradual increase in the percentage of gravid fenRles over 
a 13 week period extending ~rom late September to December, 
although numbers here llere much lower than in the shallows 
(Fig. 7d). These eggs were newly laid and females with 
cement glands were found in the deeper water at these 
times (20/11/73, 20/12/73). Hatchings of the eggs borne 
by the females in deeper vlaters occurred from December on-
wards when the percentage of gravid females declined. 
\rii til ill0:C;.).~:: •. sing deoxygenation of the hypolimnion a 
general movement upwards of the deepwater egg-bearing 
females could be traced and by January one :female 1'.[i th 
newly laid eggs -VJas caugll"G in the shallow·s. The possibil .... 
i ty that summer eggs 'ttlere produced in the shallows gS llell 
as in the deeper vraters cannot be dismissed, but as cray-
fish are known to distribute randomly (as Camougis and 
Hichar (1959) demonstrQted ~or QrconeQt~~ yirilis in a 
pond), and are rather mobile (rJlomot and Gowing (1972) 
noted that one animal of the same species travelled a min-
imum distance of 124m. in 24 hours), it was quite possible 
for thw female to have moved up from deeper waters. It is 
not known whe-t;her the females w'ith winter broods in deep 
1vater also undervlent a second breeding season immediately 
after release of young, or whether the summer gravid 
females had not bred during winter. 
In. an attempt to determine vlhether females that had 
borne eggs in winter also produced a summer batch of eggs, 
6 females that had shed their winter young and whose pleo-
pods were still in the reproductive state were placed i11 
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a trough with 4 males. All the females died when attempt-
ing to moult presumably into the non-reproductive state, 
but in an adjacent trough 2 isolated females in a similar 
state were found to have moulted into the non-reproductive 
form during late spring, some 4 - 6 weeks after their 
young viere released. This could indicate that these wint-
er gravid females do not produce a summer brood. 
Corresponding to the tw'O egg-laying periods in aut-
umn and spring there vlere -I;wo periods of sperm production 
by the males (Fig. 8d). Each of these periods of sperm 
production lasted for about 8 1"Jeeks. Sperm was observed 
exuding from the gonopores of males collected do~v.n to 15m. 
in the autumn and also from a number of males obtained at 
all depths during spring. Based on the observation by 
Abrahamsson (1 971 ) 5' that egg-laying of Pacifastacus l.e1!~'" 
iuscul~s took place approximately 10 days after mating, it 
may be that the timing of sperm production anc1 subsequent 
egg-laying of Paraneplfl"0J2.:? .l2.lanifrQru? follovred a similar 
patterl1 (see Figo E3d) ~ A similar lag period "\i"las mentioned 
by Moriarty (1971) for A~~ac~~ R~llipes. No information 
was available on survival rate of discharged spermatozoa 
but because of the similar timing of sperm production and 
egg-laying, and the absence of continuous egg production, 
it seems unlikely that prolongod storage of spermatozoa by 
females occurs. 
The breeding activity of crayfish is known to be 
affected by photoperiod and temperature. The temperatures 
of surface waters and those at 50m. depth and day-lengths 
during the sampling periods are shown in Figs. 8 a and 8"0 
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respectively. In Lake Rotoiti deoxygenation of the hypo-
limnion will also be important, since during the summer 
the crayfish are forced into shallower water of higher 
temperature and greater light intensity. Oxygen concen-
tration at 0 and 50m. are shovm in Figo Bb (Fish unpublish-
ed data) it 
Autumn egg production could only take place in 
relatively shallow" Hater for at this time the hypolimnion 
was totally deoxygenated (Fig. 8 b) f1 Aiken (1969a) found 
that egg-laying of OJ;2or~ec~es.. v.irilis was induced by warm 
water and that a temperature threshold of about 10 - 11°0. 
1'1aS required. Abrahamsson and Goldman (1970) found a sim-
ilar si tua t ion for PaQ,ifnst..§.912:.f? lenius 9ulu~ 11 How"ever , it 
seems unlikely that temperature would have been a trigger-
ing factor for ,J?ar..?.dl.6phrops pl~;fron§.. Although it is 
not known if -there is such a tempe:rature requirement for 
egg production in R. !Llanif~on~, temperatures in autumn 
were quite high, varying from 20.500~ to 13°0. during the 
autuxm1 lay, and it seems unlikely that temperature would be 
limi-t;ing egg production at any time in the SUID1ller. 
Photoperiod is also knovJn to affect gonadal develop-
ment (Stephens 1952, L01
'
Te 1961, Aiken 1968 and Armitage et 
al1973). The seasonal variation in photoperiod expressed 
as monthly mean number of hours from sunrise to sunset is 
show"n in Fig. 8J. Lowe ("1961) found for O.,?-mbar'& ..llus 
shufeldt~ that a combination of cooler temperatures and 
shorter photoperiods induced increased ovarian maturation. 
These 2 requirements are met for E. ~~nif:ro!!.~ du..ring 
winter (see Figs. S"a and 8C) and it is possible thu-G they 
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may contribute to ovarian development and induce egg-lay-
ing in spring. 
As mentioned above, egg-laying in spring took place 
only in deep 1t;uter. These females had spent the winter 
under extremely 101·[ light intensities and temperatures as 
lOvl as 10.8°0. Aiken (1969a) has found that Q. virilis 
required 4 - 5 months of 10vl7" temperatures and constant 
darkness for complete ovariQn maturation, while Armitage 
et al (1973) reported that short-day photoperiods accel-
erated ovarian growth of Q.~. Stephens (1952) noted 
a similar requirement for ovarian maturation of qamb~rus 
sp. So it is possible that the gonads of female ~. £la~­
~ at such depths reach maximum development in October 
having been stimulated by cold temperatures and low light 
intensities throughout "trrinter and as a result eggs are 
produced. 
The number of hours of daylight (Fig. 8c) were found 
to be very similar at the beginning of the autumn and 
spring periods of sperm production. It seems possible, 
therefore, that photoperiod also affects cyclic male gonad 
development. Temperature did not appear to be a critical 
factor, for at times of sperm production temperatures 
within the lake were variable. 
The only other detailed study of £, ~la~jfro~ is 
that of Hopkins (1967a) who found that stream specimens 
bred annually" egg-laying occm'"'ring between April and June, 
and hatching taking place from mid-September to early Dec-
ember. This constituted a breeding period of 25 - 26 weeks. 
More is knovm of the breeding habits of crayfish in other 
countries and breeding periods may differ greatly betw'een 
species and even betlJ'een the same species living in diff-
erent localities. Those such as European Astacus spp., 
Pacifastacus spp. and Orconecte~ SPI>. lay eggs in au"(jumn 
and subsequent development may take from 20 - 25 weeks, 
while species of the genus Pr~camba~~9 North American 
Astacidae and the Parastacidae of Australia, to 1fhich 
l?p.'£~!1.EU211roRs ,EJ.anifrol1§. belongs, produce eggs in spring 
when maturation and hatching takes approximately 16 - 18 
weeks. The genus Cambarus contains species that either 
.., .'"9 
produce eggs in spring or autumn. For instance, Q. 
N012ingu'l'J,s (Creaser 1933) and Q. gl,gtrkii (Penn 1943) breed 
during spring, while Q. lonEMlus longul~s produces eggs 
in autumn (Smart 1962). LoW'e (1961) has found that there 
are 2 peak breeding seasons for ~a~ba~e~~]& sh~j~dti; 
those of late winter-early spring, and summer. Penn (1942; 
1950) reported an almost continual period of reproduction 
in this species, with peak activity occurring in late 
winter and continuing at high levelS throtLghearly summer. 
Thus there appear to be tlivO main types of cycle ~ in 
one, laying occurs in autumn and the incubation period is 
long, and in the other laying occurs in spring or summer 
and the eggs complete incubation in a relatively short 
time. Hopkins I (1 967a) study show"ed breeding of J?aral1..e -
]2hrQJ2,s .p).anifroJls to follow a pattern similar to that of 
the former cycle but the population of R. J2.1ani:e~e-ollS in 
Lake Rotoiti showed a combination of the two cycles, a 
~eature which has not previously been found in the one 
species. 
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~. planifro~ in Lake Okataina did not appear to have 
a summer breeding season, although this 1rfaS not proved 
conclusively. There was a vlinter breeding season, and of 
the 42 females obser-ved during this period, 87% were 
gravid, and because of their larger size bore greater 
numbers of eggs (refer to Table 4). These observations 
thus indiCLLte that the population is probably increasing 
at a greater rate than that in Rotoiti. This seems feas-
ible for crayfish have been introduced to Lake Okataina 
only recently (1940's -- Beamish-White pers. carom.) and the 
population is low, whereas the Rotoiti population in 
Wright's Bay is much higher and stabilization of this pop-
ulation, through decreased egg production may be occurring. 
2. FECUNDITY. 
A small number of female ;E. planifro_ns were examined 
during the study to deternune the number of eggs they 
carried, and the results are presented in Table 4. As 
Hopkins (1967a) has also found for E. Elanif.tQt~ il1habit-
ing streams, there was a significant positive relationship 
betvleen size and egg number, and also the lake crayf'isb. 
carried similar numbers of eggs to stream crayfish of the 
same size. This appears to be a general phenomenon dis-
played by crayfish (Tack 1941, Penn 1943, Prins 1968, 
Payne 1971 and Stypinska 1972; 1973). 
Lake Cephalothoracic I Egg 
length ( rom. ) I Numb er 
36.1 98 
37.1 82 
37.8 97 
40.4 129 
Rotoiti 41.2 118 
42.1 140 
44.3 149 
44.6 141 
51.1 192 1- 54.4 197 !okatai~ . 59.2-- 245 
~~ ..... ".,........., 
Table 4: Length of gravid females and their respective 
egg numbers. Egg number and length are sig-
nificantly correlated r = 0.99. 
3. MOULTING. 
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The crustacean moulting cycle is regulated by ~hoto­
period controlling moulting hormone levels (.Aiken 1969b ). 
Stephens (1952) for C~m}al~~ spp. and Armitage et al (1973) 
:for Orconectes ~ found that moulting rates were sig-
nificantly higher at long-day photoperiods. A number of 
investigators have shown that low temperatures inhibit or 
lower the incidence of moulting and hign temper~tures in-
crease the incidence (Hess 1941, Kyer 1942 and Passano 1960). 
Mobberly (1963) showed this to be the case for Faxonella 
clyp~~ as did Svardson (1949) for J~ta5t~ astac~. The 
moulting cycle, therefore, is under hormonal and onwiron-
mental control. Moulting is closely allied to seasonal 
sexual cycles. vle have seen its relevance in. some over--
seas male species and it'has been inferred that ParjLneJ2h-
rops J2.,la:r;dfrons must moult to the reproductive stage before 
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egg attachment on the ~leopods can occur (Hopkins 1967a). 
Hart (1956) states that adult crayfish of the genus 
~~~a~s usually moult twice a year, once in spring and in 
late summer 'I and the young while undergoing more rapid 
gro~Tth, moult more often, Hopkins (196Tb) found for 
stream-dwelling Eo ~lm1if~o~ that moulting of. males and 
juveniles did not occur at any specific time of the year, 
but in general most crayfish moulted at least once between 
September and December, with further moults in summer a.nd 
autumn 0 As gravid females in winter had no opportunity to 
moult until early summer (Hopkins 1967a) he deduced that 
the main female moult; occurred in summer. Because of thiS, 
mature females moulted less frequently than males and 
therefore their grovrth rates were accordingly less. 
Abrahamsson and Goldman (1970) report that growth rate of 
female Pacifast~ leniusculus was less than that of 
males. 
In Lake Rotoiti peak moulting periods occurred between 
spring and summer when many adults of both sexes were ob-
served to moult and it iivas possible that -t;hose in the 
shalloitver warmer waters may have moulted more frequently 
during this period() Unfortunately no juvenile crayfish 
were ever seen 1vhile in the field so moulting behaviour 
could not be studied 1 but moulting of young in the lab-
oratory occurred at frequent intervals during the warmer 
months. No significant difference was found between 
lengths of mature males and females (see l' 45), vrhich 
conflicts with Hopkins t reports on adult grovrth rates. 
Growth increments in Crustacea occur only at times of 
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times of moult. It is possible, therefore, from the Rot-
oiti evidence that mature males and females moult an equal 
number of times per year. It was not possible to tell 
whether crayfish of -the same size were in fact of equal 
age, as there can be differential growth increments of -the 
sexes at each moult, or the number of moults for each sex 
may differ annually. 11.' similar equality of s'izes was dis-
played by male and female !:. l?)_amfrons inhabiting Lake 
Okataina. 
A feature shown by males of Astac~s spp., Oamba~~ 
spp., Cambarellus spp., P~ocambarus spp., Faxonius spp. 
and Orcopectes spp. is seasonal variation of forms of rep-
roductive appendages (Creaser 1931; 1933, liobbs 1940, Tack 
1941, PeM. 1942, Smith 1953, Black 1958, Word et al 1958, 
Smart 1962, l~omot 1967a·o.ro Prins 1968). Momot (1967a) 
reports that the reproductive appendages of Q!£Qnectes 
y}£ilis males have 3 morphological forms. 
1) a juvenile form present before sexual maturi·ty, 
2) a non-breeding adult form, termed second form, which 
appears each spring after the first moult of a new grovring 
season, 
3) a form characteristic of breeding adults, termed 
first form, 11hich first appears at sexual maturity and 
after the second moult of the growing season, usually 
occurring during the summer. After yearlil1g males become 
mature, the sequence of moults was always the same; they 
changed from reproductive to non-reproductive form in the 
spring 1v-hile in the shallows, and from non-reproductive 
to reproductive form in the summer while in deep water, 
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where mating occurred. 
Such a change of sexual form was not found to occur 
in mature ~. Elanifr~n~ throughout the project and Hopkins 
(1967a) makes no mention of such a phenomenon. It would 
appear that such a feature does not exist for this species, 
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POPUL~TIOJ~ STRUCTURE 
1_ POPULATION" DENSITY. 
2 From the effective trapping area (47 & 1 m. ) 7 and -the 
relative number of crayfish caught/trap/sIJecific depth1 
approximate population density of the crayfish in Lakes 
Rotoiti, Okataina and Rotol~a have been calculated (Table 
5) .. Using the average density of 0~030 crayfish/mo 2 (ob-
tained from averaging densities at \ifright t s Bay and at 
Wishing Tree) and the total area of the lake (33.9 x 106m.2, 
Irw"in 1 972 ) it VIas calculated that there vle:re approximate-
ly 1 .0305 x 106 mature crayfish inhabiting Lake Roto:L-[ji. 
SimilarlY9 for Lakes Okataina (1089 x 104m. 2, Irllin 1972) 
6 2 
and Rotorua (80 .. 94 x 10 IDo , I:t'win 1972)~ the even more 
approximate figures of 1 !J 51 62 x "' 0 5 and 2 e 064 x 1 04 adult 
crayfish respectively were calculatede 
During late summer c.1.,nd earJ_y autumn the crayfish in 
Lake Rotoiti "were sho~vl1 to concentrate in shalloTl water, 
resulting frOID migration upw-ards in summer and it . , lS pro0-
able that they would spcnd these months above the 20m~ 
contour where oxyg· ~J. concentl""ation is about 5 ppm (see Fig 0 
1 0) 0 During this period the density at vfright is Bay T'laS 
calculated to be 0 e '153 crayfish/m. 2. l'fhen diving it 1·ms 
noticed that; crayfish tended to concentrate in the cooler 
waters of the thermocline, between the 1 2 and 20mo con-
tours , although many still lived und er VIeed beds and rocks 
in the llarmer epilimnetic 1'la~GerS (> Taking 50% as a con ..... 
servative estimation of the total adult population uithin 
this 8m. band~ a concentration of approximately 0.306 
crayfish/m. 2 would be found here duri~~ these months~ 
Population Densitl 
Dates ot 
Lake trappillg 
Wright's Bay Sept. 197' 
- Jan.1974 
Rotoiti 
Wlehing !ree 4/12/7" 
Rotoraa 3/12/" 
Okatailla 21/ 4/73 
n:- - mean cephalothoracic length 
B:f':f'ecti Te trapp1.ng area = 47.1 m 2• 
total Depth l'&Xl88 
trapped of traps(m.) 
631 1 - 50 
23 1 - 40 
2 1 - 15 
10 1 - 70 
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Mean number 
c.r. of rela ti..,. Popul.ation 
(JIIlII.) crayfish density 
caught (No. crayfish 
/trap/hou:r / .. 2.) 
44.2 2.23 0.049 } 
49.7 0.46 0.010 
IO.OJ<) 
55.1 0.14 0.003 
59.2 0.67 0.014 
Table::. Calculated population densities of two areas in Lake Rotoiti, and of Lakes Rotorua and Okataina. 
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Diving in March 1973 sholTed this estimation to be rel-
atively accurate. It is possible that the concentration 
in the thermocline may be due to accumulation of detrital 
:food particles settling out in the denser vlater layers. 
However, analyses of the surface sediments at these depths 
do not sUbstantiate this idea as percentage organic matt~ 
er did not differ significantly from those at other depths 
(see later, Table 7). 
Abrahamsson and Goldman (1970) found a density of 
0.9 adult ~acifastacu~ le~iuscUlus/m.2 in Lake Tahoe 
w"hich is higher than that of Paranephr.ops ]lanifrons. 
They state that average body length of this species was 
inversely related to the population density. Abrahamsson 
(1966) calculated a density of 2.0 crayfish/m. 2 for 
Astacus asta~ in an isolated pond at RegIe (Skane, south-
ern Sweden) and, the same author (1971) found that~-
ifasta911$ leniusculus and !::.. a?tE.tcu$ inhabiting a differ-
ent pond "t-lere present in concentrations of 3.6 and 5.0 
cray:fish/m. 2 respectivel;}T .. 
These workers obtained density estimates using mark-
recapture methods~ while AbrallaIDsson and Goldman (lac. cit .. ) 
as well used a method hased on effective trapping area 
similar to that used in the present study. They found 
that v8~ues obtained t'J"i th the two methods l.vere almost 
identical. 
The population estimate of Lake Rotorua 'was based on 
only one sample and thus in highly tentative. Hovlever, if 
the calculated populatioll denoi ty is correct the low" value 
may result from predatory pressures from shags and trout 
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(Potts 1972). This is a shallow lake with a more extens-
ive littoral zone than either Rotoiti or Okataina. It 
supports a high shag population which feed on crayfish 
inhabiting the littoral region and is stocked with trout 
which also eat crayfish. Only large specimens of ~­
nephropsa l?.lanifJ;"ons vlere trapped. This may be ex]?ected as 
smaller crayfish t-Jould probably be easier prey for these 
predators. 
2. SIZE. 
In order to assess the pOlmlation size structure in 
Lake Rotoiti 180 crayfish were obtained by trapping, and 
by netting around the shoreline. As it was important that 
they did not moult during the period of capture they vTere 
obtained during a single week (13/11/73 - 20/11/73). Each 
crayfish was sexed and its cephalothoracic length measured • 
.A..n attempt was made to separate these animals into 
size-classes in order to estimate age groups, by using 
probability paper a1121,1ysis (Harding 1949, Cassie 1954). 
Hopkins (1966) using this technique described the grov;th 
history for 5 different populations of ~. planitr0~~. He 
found that size frequency distributions were polymodal and 
was able to group these populations into 3 to 4 year class 
component s • 
In Lake Rotoiti R. ]Jan~~rons showed no distinct 
size-classes and normal size distributions were found for 
the adult population as a whole and for adult males and 
~emales (Fig. 9). No significant difference was found be-
t1veen size of males a!1..cl females (Males: c:r;:- = 41 .1 rom. , 
S.D. = 7.06 9 N = 123; Females: c:L7 = 40.6mm., S.D. = 
Fig. 9~ Size structure of adult crayfish population in 
Lake Rotoiti and of adult males and. females. 
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8.22, N = 78. t = 0.47 n.s.). Abrahamsson and Goldman 
(1970) found distinct size groups in a population of Pac-
-
.tj~sta9~ le~iu@cul~ in Lake Tahoe, as did Abrahamsson 
(1971) for!. astac~_~ and E. l~n~usculus in a RegIe pond. 
The failure to find similar groups of Para~eph~o~~ ~l~ni­
~rons in Lake Rotoiti possibly came about beca~se of the 
presence of t~vo breeding seasons, resulting in impercept W ""' 
ible blending of the cohorGs" Also, the cray:fish measur~ 
ed were all adults and l-lith increasing age physiological 
and environmental factors could have caused increased 
variation in individual grow·th rates. 
Table 6 compares the average cephalothoracic length 
of males and females present at 1 and 50m. These animals 
were obtained by trapping between September and January. 
There W"8.S no significant difference in size at 1 and 50m. 
indicating that animal size throughout the lake "las even-
ly distributed. This contrasts w"ith findings of Abraham-
sson and Goldman (1970) who stated that larger P_acif~st­
~ leniusculu~ individuals tended to be found in deeper 
waters of Lake Tahoe, although here population density 
liras low. 
In this study smaller sized animals w"ere found in 
are~s of high crayfish density than in those with low 
population densities (Table 5). This was most noticeable 
in Lake Ilotoiti. In the Wright IS Bay population density 
was high and size 81112,,11, while at the eastern end of th~ 
lake density vras loW' and crayfish much larger. This 
indicates that density dependent factoxs may be regulat-
ing size or grovrth ra-tes of these populations. Abraham-
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SBon (1966) reports slovl growth rates of A. astaq~ at 
Rogle where densities were very high. Hopkins (1966) 
noted for Paranephr()]J? .:8l~tn:hfr0nEl that females first mat-
ured a year earlier in lower density populations than in 
those of high densitYIf UnfortUl1ately w"ithout sufficient 
data on ages and growth rates it was not possible to det-
ermine 1'Thether similar relationshil:)s existed in lake-
dlTelling P. -planifro~~. 
3. SEX RllTIO. 
Of the 1 ~ 297 cruyfi 8h from 1~right 1 s Bay 1'lhich lJ"ere 
sexed and measured throughout the study, 843 w"ere males 
and 454 females, givi:ng a sex ratio of 1. 9 ~ 1 ~ Il'1 the 
Lake Okatuina sample of go crayfish the ratio was 203: 1 in 
favour of males. Threinel'l 1958, Liken 1965 jI Maillot and 
G01nng 1972 and Fast and 1-1omot 1973 have all l"GIJOrted sex 
ratios of Orconectes, vi~~li~ to bG similarly in favour of 
males, in some cases by as much as 4 ~ 1, while Abrahamsson 
(1966) found that male numbers of Astc:"!:,9u§ ~~9];'@' in Ragle 
ponds exceeded that of females. 
There seem to be three possible ways in l'Thich such sex 
ratios might come about although it is not at all clear 
v-rhich is most likely to be the correct ez:planation. 
1) There may be a preponderance of presumptive males in 
the eggs. Laboratory observation of newly hatched larvae 
showed that no external sex distinguishing characteristics 
were present, so it C01.lld not be verified vrhether this was 
true for !:. E.lanifro~ .. 
2) Another possibility is that proposed by Abrahamsson 
(1 966) who found that when Astacu~ ast~q~ reached sexual 
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maturity, males outnumbered females but not as juveniles. 
This was because as males increased in size their chelipeds 
became accentuated with increasing age, a phenomenon not 
occurring in females. As the population in Rogle ponds 
was dense (2 crayfish/m. 2), male aggression resulting from 
territoriality caused a greater mortality of the less well 
equipped females. p~though not actually measured,relative-
ly larger chelipeds "tiere observed in very large !. ]J.ani-
frons males. 
Abrahamsson's reasoning 'was based on high density of 
population and resulting high levels of aggression in the 
Ragle ponds. However, in !: .. .12.lanitr9W?. the densities are 
much lower. The mean density of crayfish in Lake Rotoiti 
calculated from trapping and from counts in the transect 
gave values of 0.06 'and 0.05 crayfish/m. 2 respectively. 
Also when density vlas found to be maximal in the shallows 
in January the density ~ms still only 0.15 crayfish/m. 2• 
Similarly, mean density for Lake Okataina was calculated 
to be only 0.02 crayfish/m. 2. Thus it does not appear 
likely that ~. planifrqn8 males outnumber females because 
of density induced male dominance and loss of females 
during fighting. Also the population of very large males, 
of the order of >55.0mm. cephalothoracic length, which had 
greatly accentuated chelipeds and hence could be capable 
of such behaviour, vTas very low and therefore presumably 
would have little effect on the population as a whole. 
3) Perhaps the most likely explanation is that there 
may be greater mortality of mature females than males at 
times of moulting. This suggestion is based on diving ob-
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ssrvations and on an experiment where 6 females whose pleo-
pods 11·ere in the post-gravid reproductive state were :placed 
in the same tank as 4 males. The season was late spring, 
llhen it appears that most animals undergo at least one 
1l10ul t f.' After a period of' one month it vias not ed that all 
females had died while a:Gtem:pt~tllg to moult, presumably 
into the 110nreproductivG state, whereas only one male had 
died during the same pel'"'iod, the reIDEtining :3 still sur-
vi Y:i_:rlg after 3 months () HOH8\(ar, it -vJCl.S :L10-G knovrn whether 
';;11e88 males (Lid in fac'\; moult v 
Of the feu dead c"'::-ayfish encon:::1.tered while diving, 
r.:early all ue:r8 mature females e For :L:r.13tallce ~ of the 8 
cl.r:~ad c::-ayfish found in the Jalluary transect di-rre 6 were 
f'GFl.8.1GG o T:I:1GSe all appeared to have diad while moulting, 
as also did the 2 ffi9Jlese 
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The gut contents of 115 ~ara~e~~ro~~ Elanifrons 
taken from Wright's Bay were examined, and the consumed 
food "t'las found to consist of approximately 80% detritus, 
10% animal parts (most of which was pieces of crayfish 
carapace) and 10% vascular plant material, some of which 
was allochthonous leaf ro.a.terial. This food composition 
1'1aS constant throughout all depths of the lake, although 
the percentage of aquatic vascular plant material W'C.1S 
slightly higher in crayfish obtained from the shallolls. 
Other species of crayfish do not appear to include 
detritus in their diet to the same t3xtont as R. J?l f:?nifrol1S 
and plant material forms a greater percentage of their 
diet. For example, Tack (1941) described the food habits 
of Qr$onect~@ immu~ as 83% plant, 11% detrital and 6% 
animal material, while ]?rins (1968) states that the food 
of Caffibarv~s t~nebros~~ is 15 - 20% filamentous algae and 
25% vascular aquatics with both detri-tal and animal mat-
erial making up 8 - 14%. Bovbjerg (1970) found that Q. 
immuni§. and 01/ virilis, eat any available food, plant or 
animal, living or dead. 
Crayfish ingest food lying on and amongst the sub ... ~ 
trate. Table 7 show's that g"ut con.lcents have a higher cal-
orj.fic value than that of the sediments by as much as 5 
times~ indicating that E. Ei~_~fr9D1 is a selective feed-
er and does not merely ingest the substrate £len masse fl • 
It also shows that at different a.eptlls in Lake Rotoiti 
there is no great variation in sediment quality. These 
values are noticeably higher than those found in Lakes 
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.~~ __ =-;:r-,~~...-....z' __ """,,,' "'P"-, ~"""" ..--" .•..........,.....,...,.'""'-"'~--.-...-----=-~ 
Sed- stomach Sedi- Stomach 
Depth iment contents ment contents 
(m.) % org- % organ- calor- calorif-Lake Date 
anic ic ific ic value 
value ·cal./gm. 
cal./gm. 
~----'~~.------~~~"-~4-~----~--~---+--~~--~------~ 
Rotoiti 
20/4/73 
f! 
1 
7 
f! 1 3 
20/9/73 15 ' 
fI 
22/9/73 
It 
29/9/73 
tf 
II 
" 
fI 
If 
rr 
1 2/10/73 
If 
fI 
30 
1 
50 
1 
3 
1 5 
30 
50 
20 
30 
50 
2 
30 
50 
93.1 
22.9 
8.7y ... " 
16e» .... 
853.8 
685 .. 3 
596.0 
723.2 
148.8y 
635.9 
3508.8 
2867.9 
3745.1 
-
5050.3 *** 
* 2123.8 
~~1i-3479.0 
* 2232.0 
3678.3 20/11/73 1 
t--~~ ..... --J-.--...--=-I-.-=-'--'~..,j. . ...- .,..r---'"""'""--=i----·....,~""'+· '-=-'_... ___ --+--,-----t 
Rotorua 4/1 2/73 1 2.4r -
15 2.3Y "" 
Okataina 20/12/73 
33 
oK- 5% unsortable liver j.n gut .. 
-x~* 5 - 10% unsortable liver in gut .. 
*-~{-* 1 0 .,... 20% unsortable liver j_n gut. 
no sample. 
y taken from sandy substrat8. 
42.0Y 
23.2Y 
14 .. 9y 
252.6 
Table 70 Percentage organic matter and calorific contents of 
sediments and stomach contents at varying depths. 
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Okataina und RotOl~, but the values from the latter are 
most probably misleadi~~ for sediments from deeper waters 
1rlere not examined. 
The results of the 24 hour trapping series are pre-
sented in Table 8 and indicate that £. ~lanifrons feeds 
continually in watGrs deeper than 20m. but in shallower 
\·;rater feeds only at night. Roberts (1944) states that 
crayfish are most active during the hours of darkness and 
IVlr D.A. Nash (pers. comm.) has seen the marine crayfish 
Jasus, edVJ$.~ctsj.i feeding on the open bottom at night. The 
main feeding period of ~. ]lanifr2Ps appeared to be be-
tlJeen 8 p.m. and 2 a.m., vli..lGh peak activity being around 
11 P .ill. The last 2 tra.ppings captured no crayfish but 
th.is "Jas thought to be because the bait had become rotten, 
for other trappings at similar times captured cl"ayfish in 
the deeper waters. Crayfish at 1m. fed between 8 p.m. and 
5 a. m. (9 hours), vlhile -those at 10m. feel for 1 2 hours. 
It appears that light intensity governs activity patterns 
and it is possible that light levels at depths greater 
than 20m. are not sufficient to !fsw-itch aff lt feeding be-
haviour during the hours of daylight .. 
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;= i Depth \m.f .- '.=' l I Time tar 10 20 30 50 Total , 1 I 
Spm. 10 0 1 5 O,t- 7 22 
Spill. 12 10 9 4 6 31 
11 pm. r3 5 2 9 13 42 I I 2am. 1 9 5 5 4 12 35 
5am. 16 9 4 4 1 24 
8am. 0 2 3 6 2 13 
11 am. .0 0 0 0 0 0 i I 
2:pm. 
1 0 0 
j 
f 0 0 0 a I I ! 
--~ i 
* trap release faulty. 
Table 8 : Number caught in traps at specific depths over 
24 hour period on 22 - 23/9773. 
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:tIOMI.NG,. HOME Riili"G]L~. TERRITORIALIT:( 
The results of the experiments to determine whether 
P2ranephro~~ £lanifrons in Lake Rotoiti had a home range, 
and whether homing occurred, are given in Table 9. The 
tagged crayfish are listed as well as the respective cans 
they occupied at the time of tagging. In Fig. 3 the 
location of each can in the transect between sectors 10 
and 20 is shovm. Those cans denoted NA did no.J1j contain 
crayfish but "Then checked the follo'tnring day (1 6/12/73) 
were found to be occupied, however none o~ the occupants 
were tagged. Also, many of the cans that had housed 
tagged crayfish were empty, although some were inhabited 
(e.g. cans 35, 48 and 50), but none by tagged crayfish. 
These results suggest that ~. planifron~ does not 
display homing although. this conclusion should be treated 
with caution as tagging may l1ave upset the normal be-
havioural and movement patterns of the crayfish. ~lIove­
mente w"Ould appear to be random throughout the course of 
a night's foraging since there v'las no evidence that any 
of the animals returned to the home they occupied the 
previous day. 
Although it appears tllat R. Elanifro~ does not 
exhibit homing in Lake Ro·(;oi ti , it was noticed 'tI[hile 
divi.ng in Lake Okataina that a fe~v crayfish beneath the 
weed beds were resting in furrows (some 200m. long, 7om. 
wide and 3cm. deep) obviously scoured out of the mud. 
These crayfish may display homing and return to such 
furrows after a night's foraging. But on the other hand 
they may occupy furrows made by other cray:fish, or, a 

new furrow may be constructed each day. Goellner (1943) 
(cited in Momot M.S.) found that Orconectes immunis did 
_,... ..... • ==n 4 <. 
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not display homing and as far as he could determine move-
ments were random, although Merkle (1969) reports that 
Q. juve~~lis does show homing, one crayfish often living 
under the same rock for up to 30 hours. 
Of the 22 tagged crayfish only one was caught in the 
4 traps that were laid indiscriminantly within and near 
to the transect (see Fig.3). Can No.3 housed this cray-
fish which was caught in Trap 1, having travelled a 
distance of Sm. This was similar to the calculated aver-
age trapping radius of 3.7m. 
This experiment was performed to determine whether a 
home range existed, and its extent. But, as only one 
tagged crayfish was trapped and since tagging may have 
influenced movements, it is difficult to dravT definite 
conclusions from the experimen·G. However, as none of the 
tagged crayfish were found in the same locality the next 
day, it seems likely tha-b ~. planifro!!.§. did not show a 
distinct home range. Camougis and Hichar (1959) f0U11d 
that marked Orqonecte~ viri~is moved freely about and dis-
tributed themselves evenly throughout the total population 
in a pond and therefore did not show a distinct home range. 
Other evidence that crayfish may distribute themselves 
randomly comes from a study by Wickliff (1940) in which a 
depopulated area o~ a stream yielded 72.1% of the orig-
inal crayfish crop 2 days later. However, Black (1963) 
states that, in streams, both ~rocam~arus pe~ and ~. 
bivittatus have home ranges of 33m., while Merkle (1969) 
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showed that stream dwelling Q. ;Luyenali~ display a home 
range of 23m. It seems, therefore, that the phenomena of 
home range and homing instincts are restricted to only 
certain species of crayfish. 
Although territoriality was not investigated on an 
experimental basis in this study, while diving it lras 
often noted that some crayfish exhibited apparent terr-
itorial behaviour, making aggressive postures when 
approached closer than 1m. O~ten crayfish would travel 
quite quickly towards a diver from distances of about 
5m., but when about 1m. away their behaviour would change 
to that just described. On the other hand, many crayfish 
were seen grouped around and under objects, such as rocks 
and sunken debris, in densities of up to 10 crayfish/m. 2• 
Territoriality is often associated with aggression 
resulting from dominance. Bovbjerg (1953) found that in 
2 groups of male and female Q. vj.ril~E! there vlas a 
straight-line domina~ce order, and males were dominant 
over females. He states that in the laboratory intrinsic 
factors such as body size, sex and moulting may influence 
dominance order, while extrinsic factors such as terr-
itoriality, population denSity and size may be of import-
ance in nature. Bovbjerg (1956) also found that in 
1;:rog,.amba:r:,us alle.»i, size was directly related to dominance 
in both sexes and this was also found to be the case in 
Para~e~hroEs ~t~ifro~~. Laboratory observations of ~. 
J2.l.aniirons showed that large males and females were more 
aggressive and displayed dominance over smaller crayfish. 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
iii .......... -= 7F"' ,,:..~ 
Fig. 10 summarises diagrammatically the proposed inter-
pretations of the seasonal breeding cyole and associated 
distribution patterns of P~~~1ephrOE? R+anifrons in Lake 
Rotoiti. It appears that during March and April 30 - 40% 
of the female population became gravid, which coincided 
wi th sperm production by mature males in the shallovTs and 
within the thermocline. These events began when photo-
period was about 12 hours. Thus by ¥~y the main breeding 
season was in progress. During May lake destratification 
and subsequent hypolimnetic ~eoxygenation permitted move-
ment to deeper waters where the population was free to 
distribute over the lake floor throughout the winter 
months. Therefore the incubation o£ eggs of winter gravid 
females took place mainly in deeper waters. 
It is not at all clear why the crayfish migrated into 
the deeper waters. Increased food concentration or qual-
ity -vrith depth may have been a reason although sediment 
analyses did not reveal any appreciable difference in £ood 
quality at different depths. Down~Tard movements of this 
type have been found to be associated with gonad maturat-
ion in Orconectes virilis (Momot 1967a, Aiken 1969a) and 
. .,.. -- .............. 
this may have occurred in Pa~anephr~ps El~~frons as well. 
In late September there was a ~artial but rapid 
influx o£ both sexes into shallower water where temperat-
ures were slightly higher and it was possible that the 
slight rise in temperature may have induced the migration. 
This movement was marked by a slight preponderance of 
gravid females whose eggs were beginning to hatch. Egg-
Fig. 10: Proposed seasonal breeding cycle and associated 
spatial distribution patterns of Parane1Lhro~~ 
J2...lanif~..o ... ns in Lake Rotoiti. Patterms of movement 
are depicted and factors "trJ'hich are thought to 
influence the population are indicated, and 
shown in the overlay. Periods of egg and sperm 
production, egg-hatching and moulting are given. 
The thickness of the arrows indicate the relat~ 
iva numbers of gravid females. The stippled 
areas show' seasonal and spatial distribution and 
concentration of the total population. 
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hatching continued until December. Because of this move-
ment of females upwards most of the eggs hatched in 
sha2low water. The reason for the migration may have 
been to allow egg-hatching in the shallows, since as young 
crayfish probably lived in the weeds (Tack 1941, Jlt1omot 
M.S.), it would be of adaptive value for such a migration 
to occur. However, this would not explain why males and 
non-gravid females also moved upward at this time and why 
some hatchings occurred in deep water. It may simply have 
been that the slight rise in temperatures, which had occur-
ed during the end of September, may have been sufficient 
to induce the migration because of preference for the 
warmer water by the crayfish. A further possibility is 
that movement upwards is associated with gonad develop-
mental processes taking place at the same time as hatch-
ing, and which may have been induced by the 10vl light and 
temperature conditions of winter. Such conditions are 
known to influence the reproductive cycle of crayfish 
(Aiken 1 g69a), and movements, and events in the re}?ro-
ductive cycle, are often associated (Momot 1967a; M.S.). 
We have seen that two breeding periods occurred and 
it may be that this early spring movement upwards lIas of 
animals produced only from one of these breeding periods, 
as timing of gonad development between successive cohorts 
would presumably be out of phase. If this happens to be 
the case one can only guess whether the crayfish involv-
ed in the September upward migration were animals from 
the autumn cohort or from those produced in early summ-
er. Data on numbers vIere inadequate to calculate the 
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percentage of the population that moved up, for, if it 
was a majority, then it liQuId seem logical to deduce that 
the movement was of autumn bred crayfish which comprise 
the larger breeding season. 
From -the beginning of October till the end of Nov-
ember, sperm production by males occurred at all depths 
and only deep water ferae,les produced eggs. About 60% of 
them bore eggs and egg-laying ended towards the end of 
December. As well, a period of increased moulting act-
ivity had begun by October w'hich extended through summer. 
The lake became fully stratified during December, 
after which the hypolimnion became progressively deoxygen-
ated. It can be estimated from the rate of decline of 
oxygen concentrations at 50m. (Fig. e'b) that no crayfish 
would be present in the hypolimnion by mid-February. It 
was probably the falling oxygen concentration which 
induced the gradual exodus of the deep water population 
into shallovler water. Although sam.ples \Vere not taken 
after January it seems logical that hatching of the summ-
er brood would be completed by mid-March. 
Therefore, the main breeding season occurred during 
winter when about 30 - 40% of the females were gravid, 
fOllowed by a smaller breeding season in summer when about 
10% bore eggs. Hence it seems that about 40 - 50% of the 
female popula ti on breeds annually, and most of the egg-
hatching occurs in the shallows. 
It can be seen, therefore, that ParanephroEs Qlani-
frons in Lake Rotoiti has a complex seasonal cycle, vlhich 
does not appear to be paralleled by that of any other 
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species, although similarities in pattern are displayed 
by Orconecte? v~rilis inhabiting marl lakes of Michigan 
(Momot 1 967a, Momot and Gowing 1972, Fast and Ivlomo-G 1 973) • 
However, this species apparently doeo not have a. ,dou.ble 
upward migration during spring and summer of the type 
which occurs for ~. Blanifro~. Also, unlike Q. virilis, 
males of g. ]J.a:nifrons do not show aggression towards 
females and thus differential distribution of the wHles 
and females after the spring-early summer hatcl1ing period 
does not occur. 
Evidence from Lake Okataina showed that season2vl 
migrations of ~. ~alLifrons probably did not occur in this 
oligotrophic lake and there was only one breeding season, 
in winter. These findings agreed with those of Hopkins 
( 1967a) for stream-d\'relling :populations of ~. E.l~:nJ..fr9ns 
and were similar to those of Abrahamsson and Goldman 
(1970) for J.:a2ifastacus l.§niu$c~~~~ in Lake Tahoe. 
This study produced many unansvfered questions (J For 
example, in \~right t s Bay population density was high and 
individual sizes small compared to those in other parts 
of Lake Rotoiti and in Lakes Okataina and Rotorua. It 
would thus be of interest to study growth rates of the 
crayfish and the factors affecting them, e.g. the effect 
of food concentration and population density, and their 
relationships~ on growth. Territoriality and associated 
aggressive behaviour are also kno~1 to be important reg-
ulating influences in crayfish populations (e.g. Bovbjerg 
1953) and a more detailed study of these aspects in ~ara­
neRhrops Elanifr .. Q.n~ than made in the present study would 
be desirable. Also, more must be known about density, 
distribution or behaviour of juvenile ~. ~~~ifrQn~. 
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In this study changes in numbers of gravid females, 
and times of sperm production, egg-laying and egg···hatching 9 
were used to follow breeding activity of the crayfish. 
HO't'l€Ver, in order to obtain a more exact understanding of 
~rGedine cycles, studies on seasonal changes of gonad 
state and stages of egb clevelo:pment are required (e .g. 
such as thos e of St ephens 1 952 9 Armitage et al 1 972; 1 973) • 
As indicated, the reason put forvrard ·~o explain why 
~. ~+anifrons displayed seasonal migratory behaviour were 
only suggestions based on evidence from other w'orkers such 
as Scudamore 1948, G.J. Stephens 1952, G.e. Stephens 1955, 
Lowe 1961, Momot 1967a, Aiken 1968; 1969a~ 1969b, Armitage 
et al 1973 and Fast and Momot 1973. In order to obtain a 
clearer insight experiments similar to those performed by 
these workers on possible regulating and controlling 
factors, must be undertaken on ~. Elaqj5££~. Studies on 
such factors as photoperiod and temperature which are 
knovm to control the reproductive cycle and moulting 
patterns of crayfish by regulating hormonal levels would 
be very valuable. 
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